in this editorial i pursue one central question. are clinics, hospitals, nursing homes, long-term care residences, geriatric institutions, institutions for the mentally ill, and hospice-palliative care institutions places where vulnerable, sick, helpless people find welcome, acceptance, and compassionate, competent care without being judged? there are significant differences between these diverse places of care, so i focus attention here on palliative care. is this a space where gravely ill and dying people are never judged?
i have never before thought about this editorial's title theme, not in the many editorials i have written over the past 30 years of the journal's existence. How could i have not reflected on this before, when receiving care without being judged in any way -neither with respect to one's actions nor with respect to one's person -must be one of the highest blessings human beings can receive from others when they are gravely sick and helpless, and especially when they are about to die? if spiritual care of the dying means anything at all, must the core of this care not be the deep realization that none of us is ever really capable of judging anyone at all? Could anyone ever pretend to be offering spiritual care to another human being while simultaneously forming a judgment on that person? Surely the presumption of being able to offer spiritual care must, at a minimum, demand the purification of a caregiver's spirit of any pretension of being able to judge any person needing and seeking such care.
Sophocles on Judgment
the question of this editorial came to me during my recent rereading of Sophocles's play Oedipus Tyrannus (also known as Oedipus Rex).
at one moment in the play, teiresias, the Seer, denounces oedipus for having, far back in the past, killed his father, laius, and then, unknowingly, taking his own mother as his wife. regarding teiresias's denunciation, the Chorus then states: "i cannot believe them or reject them. / i am at a loss for words" (1, p. 154). then follows the Chorus's statement about judgment:
"there is no unelusive way to judge" (1, p. 155). the Chorus confesses its lack of knowledge about what happened in the past that provoked teiresias' denunciations:
"I for one have not learned what basis for dispute existed ever in the past or up to today." (1, p. 155) regarding oedipus himself, the Chorus emphatically states: "So then, for my part, he will never stand accused, / in my mind or heart, of evil" (1, p. 156).
Oedipus Tyrannus was written sometime between 430 and 425 BC: deep words from the distant past reach us across centuries with the human warning to be wary, ever so wary, about ever judging anyone. indeed, there is so much we do not know, nor will we ever know, about other human beings.
of course, there must be courts in any civilized society, and judges and juries have to judge, and they judge, as they must, acts, behaviours, and reprehensible failures to act. Yet there have to be places on Earth where people are never judged on the totality of what or who they are. Who could ever judge the totality of anyone else? and when people are massively vulnerable and dying, the totality of what they are is the only thing that really counts about them, and no one on the face of this Earth can ever judge the totality of anyone else. For these reasons alone, palliative care has to be a place free of judgment, a place that people enter and from which they leave without ever having been judged.
these considerations direct my reflection back to the editorial that appeared in the first number of the journal's 31st year, titled, "We all die unfinished: a meditation on existential suffering" (2) . that editorial was a commentary on its opening quotation: "Everything you are not stares back at what you are" (3, p. 12). i now ask what is or is not in that stare? the quotation itself is a poetic figure of speech, a reaching out into the unknown to grasp something central to what we human beings are. on my first reading, i thought that the stare in that poetic line was a stare of judgment. Following the lines of Sophocles's play, i now feel the need to think again.
A Stare of Judgment? the poet rainer Maria rilke wrote of the deep poverty that we all are, the poverty of "a great, raw, objectless longing" (4) that forms the core of our being as humans. that longing is "objectless" because no object whatsoever could ever bring that longing, the longing that we are, to any sort of completion.
in light of this profound idea, i do not think that the stare of all that we are not could possibly be a stare of judgment, a stare of condemnation. Were it such, that judgment would be universal. it would be a judgment against the beings that we are, a judgment against all of us as forever incomplete and deeply unfinished human beings. We would all be under judgment of never having been able to probe the "great, raw, objectless longing" that we are to its outermost reach and limit.
None of us, across the whole of human history, past and still to come, has fashioned our own self as this unique reality of unbounded longing. How, then, could that longing, that intense singularity, 1 that intense concentration of all that we are not and have not become, ever turn back upon any of us in condemnation and judgment?
We would all need unbounded time to explore and span the full range and reach of that longing to a point where we could stand on a headland high above that longing and be free of it. Human time, however, is terribly bounded, and so the structure of our very being can indeed be the source of our greatest suffering. i think the poet dylan thomas captured this thought in one chill-ing line of his poem "When i Woke": "No time, spoke the clocks, no God, rang the bells" (5, p. 134) .
Well, if everything we are not stares back into what we are, and if that stare is not one of judgment and condemnation, what could that stare possibly be? i suspect, although i can neither substantiate nor convincingly argue this suspicion, that this stare must be a deep gaze of unbounded understanding, of unbounded acceptance of all of us without judgment because of what we are not.
i hazard this idea at the risk of being suspected of some heresy or other by those who may be much more certain than i am that universal judgment is the fate of us all, so cursed are we to be an unbounded longing that we ourselves can never fulfill. Moreover, if that stare of all that we are not should indeed be a gaze of unbounded understanding and acceptance, of all of us without judgment, i confess that i do not know if that gaze comes from eyes that have a name.
At the Bedside of the Dying
Some of the medieval thinkers held the idea that "incommunicabilitas" is a deep and central mark of personhood. the medieval idea, not unlike the idea of rainer Maria rilke, is that there are reaches of the human spirit that go far beyond what any one of us can grasp, formulate in words, and communicate to others about ourselves or indeed about any other human being. the bedside of the dying, then, can never be a place of judgment, for the dying do not leave with us a curriculum vitae of the totality of what and who they are. No such CV, no judgment possible.
